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ABSTRACT
Concerns over the quality of education in the United
States and the increasing demands of international competition have
resulted in increased calls for the development and implementation of
industry-based skill standards. A series of 22 pilot projects that
were initiated by the National Skills Standard Board to strengthen
the education-employment connection through industry-based skill
standards demonstrated that traditional job analysis processes are
effective in identifying sets of skills required for given jobs or
occupations. However, concern was expressed regarding the failure of
the skill components framework to reflect the broader, more
professional roles of workers, and a professional model framework
requiring integration of advanced generic skills with
industry-related skills was proposed instead. Among the other major
concerns that have been raised regarding the feasibility of a
national skills standards system are the following: extent to which
local school personnel can adopt the numerous national, state, and
local academic and industry skills standards being developed; need
for teacher retraining; appropriateness of various assessment
procedures; effectiveness of student evaluations; and difficulties in
getting industries to support a certified skill standards system and
working together to establish standards for occupations that overlap
across industries. (Concluding this document is a 14-item annotated
bibliography.) (MN)
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Skill Standards: Job Analysis
Profiles Are Just the Beginning
Concern about the quality of education in the United
States, the diminishing skills of workers, and the increasing demands of a competitive international economy has
led to the establishment of the National Skills Standards
Act of 1994. With a growing conviction that skills
standards are needed to align the education system with
the emerging, high-performance needs of the workplace,
the National Skills Standard Board initiated 22 pilot
projects designed to strengthen the connection between
education and employment through the development and
implementation of industry-based skill standards (shortterm goal), and to advance innovation and reform in
schools and the workplace (long-term goal).
In a review of the pilot projects' initial efforts, Bailey and
Merritt (1995) note significant strides in accomplishing the
short-term goal. All of the projects used traditional job
analysis processes (mostly DACUM) to identify sets of
skills required for given jobs or occupations. However,
analysts contend that the skill components framework
does not contribute to school and workplace reform in
that it does not reflect the broader, more professional role
of the worker.
In the skills components framework, workers are trained
to perform specific tasks; they are not required to know
when to perform the tasks and how those tasks relate to
each other or to the final product. In the professional
model framework, the focus is less on what the worker
does and more on the functions of the generic job category—functions such as problem solving, reasoning, using
judgment, and contributing ideas, which are significant in
a high-performance workplace (ibid.).
The professional model framework requires the integration of vocational and academic education in that
advanced generic skills such as those identified in the
SCANS (Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary
Skills) are integrated with industry-related skills. To
advance the professional model framework, vocational
and academic teachers will need to work together in a
more cohesive fashion to ensure skill integration.
A major concern about the feasibility of a national skills
standards system that integrates skill standards into
critical workplace functions is the extent to which local
school personnel are able to adopt the numerous academic
and industry skills standards being developed at the
national, state, and local levels (Ananda et al. 1995).
Questions regarding the need for teacher retraining, the
appropriateness of various assessment procedures (e.g.,
tests, portfolios, job profiles, etc.), and effective student
evaluations (e.g., those that consider varied student
learning and performance styles) must be addressed.

From the viewpoint of industry, several obstacles threaten
progress toward a certified skill standards system. According to Geber (1995), skills standards will never succeed
unless companies are convinced that they have something
to gain. It will be expensive for companies to implement
and maintain a system of competency-based evaluation
that requires the continual review and revision of standards to ensure that they reflect the current workplace.
Getting people to work together across industries to establish standards for occupations that overlap and making
sure the system is fair and nondiscriminatory are additional concerns (ibid.). That there is value in creating a
system of national industry standards is not disputed, but
achieving the long-term goal of reforming schools and the
workplace will not be easily accomplished.
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